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Spin-correlation imaging of electrons in ferromagnets

A. Morozov, J. Berakdar, S. N. Samarin, F. U. Hillebrecht, and J. Kirschner
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, 06120 Halle, Germany

~Received 27 August 2001; published 26 February 2002!

The angular and energy dependencies of the exchange interaction between the electrons in an itinerant
ferromagnetic surface can be mapped out by exciting two interacting spin-polarized electrons into the vacuum
and resolving at the same time the energies and emission angles of the two electrons. From a tensorial
symmetry analysis it is deduced that the recorded two-particle spectra carry detailed information on the
spin-split electronic structure that can be extracted under favorable conditions. To substantiate these statements
we present and analyze experimental results and numerical calculations for a ferromagnetic iron surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fermionic nature of electrons dictates that t
quantum-mechanical wave function of a multielectron s
tem has to be antisymmetric with respect to exchange of
states of two individual electrons. This symmetry requi
ment has profound consequences as to the properties of
related electronic systems. In particular, the exchange ‘‘c
pling’’ between electrons is essential for the ferromagne
state of matter. Therefore, experimental and theoretical
proaches that expose details of the energy and angula
pendencies of the exchange interaction are of consider
value for fundamental and applied research. The obsta
encountered in such studies are of a technical as well as
theoretical/conceptual nature: To investigate the influenc
the exchange interaction one should be able to control
perimentally the states, i.e., the quantum numbers, of at l
two electrons and then change the spin state of one of t
electrons while monitoring the change in the properties
the system.

Experimentally, this can be realized by measuring
two-particle excitation spectrum of a ferromagnet upon
impact of a single polarized electron. Features related to
exchange interaction are studied by observing the dep
dence of the spectrum on the electrons’ spin projections.
clear from the outset that such measurements put high
mands on the experiment as one has to utilize a multipar
coincidence technique using a spin-polarized beam to res
and control the two electrons’ quantum numbers. Suc
method is hampered by low counting rates as compare
conventional single-particle spectroscopic techniques. N
ertheless, since the exchange coupling is a many-body e
it is indispensable to use many-particle techniques to tr
the various facets of this interaction, such as the energy
angular dependencies of the exchange-influenced p
correlation function. Correspondingly, a theoretical treatm
has to deal with the excited states of a fermionic many-b
system to describe the propagation of two hot electrons
interact with each other and with the surface and eme
eventually into the vacuum with well-defined wave vecto
and with a given total spin of the electron pair.

The experimental approach used in this work can be
garded as an extension of the well-established spin-polar
electron energy-loss spectroscopy~SPEELS! as applied to
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the study of the electron-hole pair excitations in ferroma
nets, known as the Stoner spectrum.1–5 The Stoner excitation
of a ferromagnetic surface involves a two-state transition
majority band electron interacts with the incoming polariz
electron~of opposite spin projection! and is promoted to a
highly excited state. If this state lies above the vacuum le
the electron may escape such that it can be detected
suitable detector. Due to this interaction, the projectile el
tron loses energy and relaxes into an unoccupied~hot-
electron! state in the minority band. Therefore, an observ
monitoring the spin state and the energy loss of the incom
polarized electron beam registers~using SPEELS! a spin-flip
event at a certain energy loss determined by the charact
tics of the unoccupied density of states of the minority ba
In a SPEELS experiment only one~the excited majority band
electron! is detected while the mechanism that triggered
transition is an exchange process that involves, at least,
electrons. To map out the details of the exchange-depen
electron-electron scattering one needs to resolve the ene
and emission angles of the two electrons which are exc
upon the interaction of one single energetic, spin-polariz
electron with a single domain ferromagnet. The depende
of the spectrum on the spin projection of the projectile el
tron and/or the magnetization direction of the sample yie
direct information on the spin-dependent electronic inter
tions. If spin-orbit interactions are deemed small it suffices
determine the spin states of the electrons prior to the co
sion as the total spin is conserved~this does not exclude the
possibility for the individual electrons to exchange their sp
projections via exchanging their energies and emiss
angles. The latter exchange process is mediated by the s
independent electron-electron interaction!.

In this work we conducted this type of experiment on
Fe~110! single-crystal surface with a well-defined magne
zation direction. The experiment allows one to set the ene
and spin polarization of the incoming electron beam. T
measurement determines the energy and angle-resolved
incidence rate of electron pairs emitted after excitation b
single electron. Furthermore, in order to address the in
ence of the exchange interaction directly, the relative ori
tation of sample magnetization and incident-beam polar
tion is switched between parallel and antiparallel.

As deduced from a tensorial symmetry analysis, the sp
dependent two-particle spectrum can be classified accor
©2002 The American Physical Society25-1
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to the symmetry of the interactions involved in the excitati
process~exchange and spin-orbit interactions!. The math-
ematical treatment yields a prescription to disentangle
measure the various terms related to a specific symm
class. For the calculations of the two-particle spectrum
utilize a numerical method which employs a realistic sp
split surface electronic band structure combined with
Green-function technique to propagate the two excited,
related electrons into the vacuum in the presence of the s
tering from the surface crystal potential.

The results of this work show a strong dependence of
two-electron coincidence signal on the direction of the s
polarization of the incoming beam. The origin of this sp
asymmetry is revealed by an analysis of its rotational pr
erties~in the two-electron spin space!. From this analysis we
conclude that, within the resolution of the present setup,
spin asymmetry measured for the Fe~110! surface is induced
by the exchange coupling. It depends on the mutual angl
the two escaping electrons as well as on their relative e
gies and on the crystal orientation, providing thus detai
information on the influence of the exchange interaction
excited electrons at surfaces. A brief account of the pres
studies and first results has been published in Refs. 6 an

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental realization of the coincident measu
ment is depicted in Fig. 1. A pulsed spin-polarized elect
beam with wave vectork0 impinges onto a clean ferromag
netic surface, in our study, bcc Fe~110!. The time structure in
combination with the very low average current of the inco
ing beam ensure that only single electrons interact with
sample. A fraction of the scattering events leads to the em
sion of two electrons with energiesE1 ,E2 and emission
anglesu1 ,u2 with respect to the incoming beam direction

Hence, the experiment measures simultaneously the w
vectorsk0 andk1 , k2 of the impinging and two ejected elec
trons. The escaping electrons are detected by two pos
sensitive time-of-flight~TOF! detectors. The sample norma
the incident electron beam, and the axes of the TOF detec
are in the same plane. The polarization vectorP1 of the in-

FIG. 1. The experimental setup as used for the coincidence m
surements. The direction of the magnetizationM , the spin-
polarization vector of the incoming beamP1, as well as the wave
vectors of the incoming and the two emitted electronsk0 andk1 , k2

are indicated. The electron detectors are positioned at 40° to the
and to the right of thez axis.
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cident beam and the magnetization direction of the sam
are both perpendicular to the scattering plane~cf. Fig. 1!. As
a source of spin-polarized electrons we used a strained G
multilayer photocathode activated by Cs deposition and o
gen exposure. Photoelectrons generated from the photoc
ode by the circularly polarized light of a laser diode a
deflected by a 90° deflector to convert the longitudina
polarized beam into a transversely polarized one. At an e
tron pulse frequency of 500 MHz, the average coinciden
count rate was 30 events per s. To obtain a data set
statistics suitable for the detailed analysis presented in
paper, a typical spectrum took an acquisition time of ab
100 h. This long term measurement requires good vacu
conditions to maintain a clean sample surface, and good
bility of the incident-beam polarization. To reduce the infl
ence of the possible instabilities the polarization of the in
dent beam is inverted every 5 s and the data for eac
polarization are stored in two different files. In spite of th
UHV conditions ('5.10211 mbar) the cleanliness of th
sample surface has to be restored regularly. This was don
Ar1 ion sputtering followed by annealing and, if necessa
oxygen treatment to remove the carbon from the surface.
surface properties were monitored by Auger electron sp
troscopy and low-energy electron diffraction. The expe
ment requires a high degree of polarization of the incid
beam and single domain magnetization of the sample.
monitor these conditions we measured the energy-loss s
tra ~the Stoner spectrum! for an electron-beam polarizatio
parallel and antiparallel to the magnetization in the sa
geometry of Fig. 1 with one of the TOF detectors switch
off.8 The asymmetryA, derived from the two intensities fo
the opposite spin projections of the incident beam, is m
sured before and after the coincidence experiments an
used as an indicator for the stability of the experimen
setup.

The energy and wave-vector balance imposes the co
tions

E01e5E11E2 , ~1!

k0i1qi1gi5k1i1k2i . ~2!

Here,e is the energy of the valence-band electron andqi is
its ~surface! Bloch wave vector. The surface reciproca
lattice vector is denoted bygi . Since the quantitiesE0 , E1,
andE2 andk0 , k1i , andk2i are determined experimentall
~cf. Fig. 1! we can control, via Eqs.~1! and~2!, the values of
e and qi , i.e., we can perform the experiment in a certa
region of the~magnetic! surface Brillouin zone. LoweringE2
while keepingE1 and E0 fixed we can zoom in to deepe
levels of the conduction band. Equivalently, one can scanqi
by varying, e.g.,k0i for givenk1i , k2i , andgi . The experi-
ment ~Fig. 1! measures a spin asymmetryA, i.e., for a cer-
tain magnetization directionM , hereafter denoted by⇓M, we
register the electron-pair emission rateW for antiparallel and
parallel alignment of the polarization vector of the incomi
beam withM ~cf. Fig. 1! and evaluateA as

a-

eft
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A~k1 ,k2 ;k0!5
W~↑⇓M!2W~↓⇓M!

W~↑⇓M!1W~↓⇓M!
. ~3!

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

For a theoretical formulation we describe the incomi
polarized electron beam as a~microcanonical! ensemble and
quantify it by the density operatorrs1 with matrix elements
rms1

ms1

s1 . Herems1
is the projection of the electron’s spins1

along an appropriately chosen quantization axis~e.g., the
magnetization direction!. The density matrix is chosen to b
diagonal. This is not a restriction since it can always
diagonalized by an appropriate unitary transformation. In
standard representation the density operatorrs1 is expanded
linearly in terms of the Pauli matricess as

rs1511P1•s, ~4!

whereP1 is the polarization vector of the beam. Analogous
the electrons in the exchange-split conduction band are c
acterized by the density matrixr̄ms2

ms2

s2 wheres2 is the spin

of the electron andms2
labels the corresponding magnet

sublevels. The density operatorr̄s2 is expressed as

r̄s25w0~k2i ,l ,e!~11P2•s!, ~5!

wherew0(k2i ,l ,e) is the spin-averaged Bloch spectral fun
tion of the layerl andP2 characterizes the polarization of th
band states, for its value is defined as

P25
w~k2i ,l ,e,⇑ !2w~k2i ,l ,e,⇓ !

w0~k2i ,l ,e!
. ~6!

Here w(qi ,l ,e,⇑) and w(qi ,l ,e,⇓) are the Bloch spectra
functions of, respectively, the majority and the minor
bands. The spin-averaged Bloch spectral function is den
by w0. These samples’ spectral functions are obtained fr
the trace of the imaginary part of the corresponding sing
particle Green function of the surface. For the calculations
the ~ground-state! electronic properties of the sample we u
lized the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wa
method9 and compared the results with those obtained from
self-consistent layer-resolved Korringa-Kohn-Rostok
method.10 Both methods are based on density-functio
theory within the local-density approximation. The dens
matrix rS of the combined electron-surface system, long
fore the collision, is obtained from the direct productrS

5rs1^ r̄s2.
For the calculations of the pair-emission probability w

note that the experiment resolves the asymptotic wave
tors of the impinging and the two emitted~vacuum! electrons
~cf. Fig. 1!. However, no spin analysis of the outgoing ele
trons is performed in the final channel. Such a spin anal
is redundant in the absence of spin-orbit interaction,
shown below.
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The cross sectionW for the simultaneous emission of tw
electrons with wave vectorsk1 and k2 in response to the
impact of a projectile electron with wave vectork0 is given
by

W~k2 ,k1 ;k0!5C (
ms18

,ms28
ms1

,ms2

X

a
TrST†d~Ef2Ei !. ~7!

Here ms
18
,ms

28
denote the spin projections of the final-sta

electrons anda stands for all the quantum numbers need
to quantify uniquely the quantum-mechanical state of
system which are not resolved by the experiment.C
5(2p)4/k0 is a kinematical factor that originates from th
normalization to the incoming electron flux current densit

In Eq. ~7! T denotes the matrix elements of the transiti
operatorT of the total system consisting of the projecti
electron and the magnetic surface, i.e.,

T~k1 ,ms
18
,k2 ,ms

28
;k0 ,ms1

,a,ms2
!

5^ck1 ,k2 ,ms18
,ms28

~1,2!uT ufe,a,s2 ,ms2
~2!wk0 ,s1ms1

~1!&.

~8!

wk0 ,s1ms1
is a spinor vacuum state describing the incomi

beam. The ground state of the surface is to be describe
the single-particle, spin-resolved orbitalfe,a,s2 ,ms2

(2) which

is characterized by the energye, the spin states2 ,ms2
, and

the collective quantum numbersa. The emitted electrons
with spin projectionsms

18
,ms

28
are represented by the two

particle state vectoruck1 ,k2 ,ms18
,ms28

(1,2)&.

To leading order in the electron-electron and the electr
crystal interaction the operatorT can be approximated by11

T'Usur f1Uee(11Gee
2 Usur f) where Uee is the electron-

electron interaction,Gee
2 is the Green function within the

potentialUee, andUsur f is the surface scattering potentia
For a given atomic layer of the surface the potentialUsur f is
cast in a nonoverlapping muffin-tin form. For the electron
interaction Uee we employ a screened Coulomb potent
with the screening length determined according to
Thomas-Fermi theory. InT we discard any spin-orbit effects
The justification for the neglect of spin-orbit interaction c
be checked experimentally, as explained below.

A. Tensorial recoupling

Having sketched the general calculational scheme i
advantageous to analyze the transformational propertie
the spectrum~7! using group theory. This analysis is gene
ally valid and does not rely on the specific approximation
T. To this end and to disentangle geometrical from dynam
features we express the density matrices~4! and~5! in terms
of the statistical tensorsrp1q1

and r̄p2q2
,12
5-3
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rms1
ms1

s1 5 (
p150

2s1

~2 !p12s12ms1

3^s12ms1
;s1ms1

up1q150&rp1q150 , ~9!

r̄ms2
ms2

s2 ~e,a!5 (
p250

2s2

~2 !p22s22ms2

3^s22ms2
;s2ms2

up2q250&r̄p2q250~e,a!.

~10!

We recall here that the density matrices are both diago
due to the assumption that there exists a common quan
tion axis, therefore, only the components along the a
rp1q150 and r̄p2q250 appear in Eqs.~9! and~10! @in Eqs.~9!

and ~10! ^•••u•••& denotes Clebsch-Gordon coefficients#.
Substituting Eqs.~9! and~10! into the general expressio

~7! yields

W5X
a

(
p150

2s1

(
p250

2s2

rp1q150r̄p2q250~e,a!Lq150,q250
p1 ,p2

3d~Ef2Ei !, ~11!

where

Lq150,q250
p1 ,p2 5(

ms1

~2 !p12s12ms1^s12ms1
;s1ms1

up1q150&

3(
ms2

~2 !p22s22ms2^s22ms2
;s2ms2

up2q250&

3Fa~ms1
,ms2

!, ~12!

Fa~ms1
,a,ms2

!5C(
ms18
ms28

T~k1 ,ms
18
,k2 ,ms

28
;k0 ,ms1

,a,ms2
!

3T†~k1 ,ms
18
,k2 ,ms

28
;k0 ,ms1

,a,ms2
!.

~13!

The complete dynamical information on the two-partic
emission are encompassed inLq1 ,q2

p1 ,p2 whereas the geometr

of the ground state is described by the state multipoles.
The importance of the above recoupling scheme follo

from the conclusion that the sum overms1
(ms2

) in Eq. ~13!

defines the component along the quantization axis~the mag-
netization direction! of a spherical tensor of rankp1 (p2)
while the dependence of the sum onms

18
(ms

28
) is considered

parametrically. This is readily deduced from the fact that
given spin projectionsms

18
andms

28
thems1

(ms2
) behavior of

T is given by the dependence on the magnetic sublevels o
angular momentum state, namely, by thems1

(ms2
) depen-

dence of the spin part ofuwk1 ,s1ms1
(1)& @ ufe,a,s2 ,ms2

(2)&].

Thus T(k1 ,ms
18
,k2 ,ms

28
;k0 ,ms1

,a,ms2
) may be regarded a
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the ms1
(ms2

) component of a spherical tensor of ranks1

(s2). Furthermore, the complex conjugate can be written
the formT* (s1 ,ms1

)5(2)d2ms1W(s1 ,2ms1
). This relation

is a definition for the tensorW, and resembles formally the
definition of the adjoint of a tensor operator where the ph
d is chosen arbitrarily under the constraint thatd2ms1

must

be an integer.13 Thus we choosed2ms1
5p12s12ms1

~note

thatp150•••2s1 ands12ms1
are always integers!. The ten-

sor product ofT(s1 ,ms1
) andT†(s1 ,ms1

), which is again a
spherical tensor, is then given by

@T~s1 ,ms1
!`T†~s1 ,ms1

!#q150
p1

5(
ms1

~2 !p12s12ms1^s12ms1
s1ms1

up10&

3W~s1 ,2ms1
!T~s1 ,ms1

!.

Comparing this result with Eq.~13! it is obvious that for a
given p2 the parameterLq150,q250

p1 ,p2 can be regarded as th

component along the quantization axis of a spherical ten
of rankp1. The same argument applies to the dependence
p2, i.e., for a givenp1 we can treatLq150,q250

p1 ,p2 as theM̂

component of the spherical tensor with rankp2.
This mathematical analysis yields important informati

as to the transformation behavior of the tensorial compone
L0,0

p1 ,p2 : L0,0
p150,p2 (L0,0

p1 ,p250) is ascalarwith respect to spin
rotations generated bys1 (s2), i.e., it represents spin
averaged quantities in thes1 (s2) spin space, whereas th
components L0,0

p15odd,p2 (L0,0
p1 ,p25odd) can be regarded

as spin orientation in the s1 (s2) spin space~for p151
it is a vector! and hence changes sign upon sp
reflection, i.e., L0,q0

p15odd,p2(2ms1
)52L0,0

p15odd,p2(ms1
)

@L0,q0

p1 ,p25odd(2ms2
)52L0,0

p1 ,p25odd(ms2
)#. The tensorial

components with evenp1 values are alignment parameter
i.e., they describe the deviations in the spectra from the
polarized case.

For the cases151/2 ands251/2 Eq.~11! reduces to

W5X
a

H L0,0
0,0F r00r̄001r00r̄10

L0,0
0,1

L0,0
0,0

1r10r̄00

L0,0
1,0

L0,0
0,0

1r10r̄10

L0,0
1,1

L0,0
0,0Gd~Ef2Ei !J . ~14!

As stated above, the first term of the sum in Eq.~14! yields
the pair-emission rate averaged over the spin orientation
the incoming electron beam and the spin polarization of
sample. The second term describes the spin asymmetry
to the inversion of the magnetization while the incomi
electron beam isunpolarized. The third term is the spin
asymmetry in the electron-pair emission fromunpolarized
targetswhen inverting the spin polarization of the electro
beam.14 In the absence of explicit spin interactions in th
5-4
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transition operatorT, e.g., spin-orbit coupling, the paramete
L0,0

1,0 and L0,0
0,1 vanish. In the present experiment on t

Fe~110! sample we measured the parametersL0,0
0,1 and L0,0

1,0

and found them to be zero in the particular geometry of F
1 and within the accuracy of our setup. In this context
note that with the same setup it has been possible to d
mine a finite value ofL0,0

1,0 when a tungsten sample
employed,15 due to the enhanced strength of spin-orbit int
action as compared to the case of Fe~110!.

Therefore, the present study is devoted to the last term
Eq. ~14!. This parameter is relevant for the description of t
electron-pair emission from an exchange-split ferromagn
surface induced by spin-polarized electrons.L0,0

1,1 is a polar
vector both in thes1 ands2 spin spaces, i.e.,

L0,0
1,1~2ms1

,ms2
!52L0,0

1,1~ms1
,ms2

!,

L0,0
1,1~ms1

,2ms2
!52L0,0

1,1~ms1
,ms2

!,

L0,0
1,1~2ms1

,2ms2
!5L0,0

1,1~ms1
,ms2

!. ~15!

The explicit forms ofL0,0
1,1 andL0,0

0,0 are derived from Eq.
~13! to be

L0,0
1,15

1

2
$F~↓,⇓ !1F~↑,⇑ !2F~↑,⇓ !2F~↓,⇑ !%, ~16!

L0,0
0,05

1

2
$F~↓,⇓ !1F~↑,⇑ !1F~↑,⇓ !1F~↓,⇑ !%. ~17!

To expose the symmetry properties of the total wave func
that are imposed by the Pauli principle we transformF and
T, as given by Eq.~8!, into the total-spin~S! space and obtain
~we assume separable spin and spatial degrees of freed!

F~ms1
,ms2

!5C(
SMS

u^s1ms1
;s2ms2

uSMS&u2

3X(S)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,a!, ~18!

X(S)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,a!5u^Ck1 ,k2

(S) ~1,2!xSMS
~1,2!uT u

3F~S!~1,2!xSMS
8 ~1,2!&u2. ~19!

Here we introduced the total-spin-resolved cross sectionX(S)

and the normalized two-particle spin wave function
uxSMS

8 &. The spatial parts of the two-electron state in the i

tial and the final channels are denoted by, respectiv
uCk1 ,k2

(S) (1,2)& and uF(S)(1,2)&, i.e.,

uCk1 ,k2

(S) ~1,2!&5
1

A2
$uck1 ,k2

~1,2!&1~2 !Suck2 ,k1
~1,2!&%.

~20!

From this relation we deduce an important feature of
triplet state (S51) and the corresponding triplet transitio
amplitude: In cases where an exchange ofk1 andk2 does not
affect the experiment, e.g., whenk15k2, the triplet scatter-
ing vanishes.
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To understand the polarized multielectron emission it
useful to introduce the direct- (f ) and the exchange- (g)
scattering amplitudes. These are defined as

f 5^ck1 ,k2
~1,2!uT ufe,a~2!wk0

~1!&, ~21!

g5^ck2 ,k1
~1,2!uT ufe,a~2!wk0

~1!&. ~22!

In physical termsf, the direct-scattering amplitude, can b
interpreted as a measure for the probability that the projec
electron, labeled~1! and incident with wave vectork0, is
scattered into the asymptotic~detector! state that is charac
terized by the wave vectork1 while the other electron~2! is
being excited into the asymptotic state with the wave vec
k2. Analogously, the exchange-scattering amplitudeg de-
scribes the probability that electron~1! is scattered into the
statek2 while particle~2! is promoted to the state with th
wave vectork1.

If k0 andk1 are very large~with respect to the Fermi wave
vector! and if a small amount of momentum is being tran
ferred to the sample during the collision, it can be expec
intuitively that u f u@ugu, i.e., the fast incoming electron is th
one electron which emerges swiftly. In other words, in th
case the electrons are distinguishable via their highly as
metric energies and hence, as shown below, the spin as
metry vanishes in this case.

From Eqs.~20! and ~18! we deduce the relations

X(S50)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,a!5Cu f 1gu2, ~23!

X(S51)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,a!5Cu f 2gu2. ~24!

Equation ~18! yields a relation that links the single
electron spin-resolved cross sectionF(ms1

,ms2
) with the

triplet and singlet cross sections, namely,

F~↑,⇑ !5F~↓,⇓ !5X(S51)5Cu f 2gu2, ~25!

F~↓,⇑ !5F~↑,⇓ !5
1

2
@X(S51)1X(S50)#5Cu f u21Cugu2.

~26!

Equations~16! and ~17! reexpressed in terms of the sin
glet and the triplet partial cross sections,X(S50) andX(S51),
read

L0,0
1,15

1

2
@X(S51)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ;a!2X(S50)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,a!#,

~27!

L0,0
0,05

1

2
@3X(S51)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,a!1X(S50)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,a!#

5:2Xav . ~28!

Evidently, these two equations can as well be expresse
terms of the direct- and exchange-scattering amplitudesf and
g. In Eq. ~28! we introduced the spin-averaged cross sect
Xav .
5-5
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B. Calculational scheme

For perfect clean surfaces the average overa in Eq. ~14!
implies summation over the surface Bloch wave vectorqi
and over the surface layers. The Bloch theorem for two
teracting particles imposes a conservation law@cf. Eq. ~2!#
for the surface components of thetotal wave vector of the
emitted electronsK i

15k1i1k2i ,11 i.e., the change ofK i
1

from its initial value k0i1qi ~before the collision! is re-
stricted to a multiple of the surface reciprocal-lattice vec
gi . This fact can be used to perform the integrals overqi in
Eq. ~14!. Therefore, Eq.~14! reduces to a summation ove
the surface layers, indexed byl, and overgi , i.e.,

W}(
gi ,l

$2Xav~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,gi ,l !@r00r̄00~e,Li ,l !

2r10r̄10~e,Li ,l !As~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,gi ,l !#d~Ef2Ei !%,

~29!

where

Li5K i
12gi2k0i . ~30!

We recall that spin interactions in the transition operatoT
have been neglected, in which case the parametersL0,0

0,1 and
L0,0

1,0 vanish identically. In Eq.~29! we introduced the
‘‘exchange-scattering asymmetry’’ as

As:5
X(S50)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,gi ,l !2X(S51)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,gi ,l !

X(S50)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,gi ,l !13X(S51)~k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,gi ,l !

5
u f uugucosd

u f u21ugu22u f uugucosd
. ~31!

In the last equation we reexpressed the cross section
terms of the direct- @ f 5 f (k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,gi ,l )# and the
exchange-@g5g(k1 ,k2 ;k0 ,gi ,l )# scattering amplitudes an
i

ve
ity
,

ro

10442
-

r

in

their relative phased. Thus, Eq.~31! reveals the spin asym
metry as the result of a quantum interference of the t
amplitudesf andg.

Two conclusions follow directly from Eq.~31!: ~i! For a
given layer the asymmetryAs assumes unity value i
X(S51)50. As stated above this is the case if the experim
is invariant under an exchange ofk1 andk2. The functionAs

varies between 1 and21/3. The experimentally relevan
quantity is, however, the valueAs weighted with the pair-
emission cross sectionXav @cf. Eqs. ~29! and ~34!#, i.e., in
cases where the cross section diminishes, e.g., for emis
from atomic layers whose positions with respect to the s
face are beyond the electron’s inelastic mean free path,
pair-emission cross section and the spin asymmetry are
measurable~in the way proposed in this paper!. ~ii ! In the
casesu f u@ugu, u f u!ugu, or f'g the spin asymmetry vanishe
as the interference betweenf andg is then negligible.

To calculate the terms in Eq.~29! the state multipolesr10

and r̄10 are needed. These can be obtained by inverting
relations~9! and ~10! as

rpq5(
ms

~2 !p2s2ms^s2ms ;smsupq&rmsms

s . ~32!

From this equation it is clear that even for pure states~fully
spin-polarized states! all state multipoles are generally finite

Since we have neglected spin-dependent interactions
the multipolesr00, r01, r̄00, and r̄01 are required. From
Eqs. ~9!, ~10!, and ~32! we deducer00r̄005@w0(qi ,l ,e)#/2
andr10r̄105@w0(qi ,l ,e)#P1P2/2. Equation~29! can thus be
written in the form

W}(
gi ,l

w0~Li ,l ,e!Xav@11A#d~Ef2Ei !, ~33!

where the asymmetry functionA is defined by the relation
A5P1

(
l

@w~Li ,l ,e,⇓ !2w~Li ,l ,e,⇑ !#(
gi

XavAsd~Ef2Ei !

(
l 8

w0~Li ,l 8,e!(
gi8

Xavd~Ef2Ei !

5
W~↑⇑ !2W~↓⇑ !

W~↑⇑ !1W~↓⇑ !
. ~34!
al
q.
This result for the asymmetry admits a simple structure
some limiting situations:

For atomic gaseous targets the sample’s polarization
tor P2 is a constant, experimentally determined quant
namely, the polarizationPa of the atomic beam. Therefore
A reduces toA5PaPeA

(s).
For a spin-polarized homogeneous electron gas~Stoner

model! P2 is directly related to the density of statesr⇑,⇓ and
thereforeA5P1@(r⇓2r⇑)/(r⇓1r⇑)#A(s).

For bulk sensitive studies, e.g., for a high-energy elect
n

c-
,

n

beam (E0.1 keV), the three-dimensional translation
symmetry of the sample results in a simplified form of E
~34!, namely,

A5P1P2

(
g

XavAsd~Ef2Ei !

(
g8

Xavd~Ef2Ei !

. ~35!
5-6
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Here g is a three-dimensional reciprocal-lattice vector a
the polarization vectorP2 is given by P25@w(L,e,⇓)
2w(L,e,⇑)#/@w0(L,e)#. In this context it should be note
that, except for some highly symmetric situations, in t
high-energy regimeAs might be very small due to the dom
nance of direct scattering.

IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

We conducted the experiment for a series of impact en
gies fromE0520 eV up toE0537.6 eV in the geometry
shown in Fig. 1. The two-dimensional distributions of coi
cidence events forE0522.6 eV are shown in Fig. 2~a! as a
function of the energies of the two electronsE1 and E2. In
this graph, the two data sets obtained with different electr
beam polarizations with respect to the sample magnetiza
are summed up. We recall that the emission anglesu1 andu2
are also measured, however, the data depicted in Fig. 2
integrated over the whole solid angle of detection. The po
tion of the Fermi levelEF is shown as well as the lineL
along which the two electrons have equal energies. Fig
2~b! shows the difference in the spectrum associated w
reversal of the spin polarization of the electron bea
Equivalently, one can also plot the electrons’ energy dep
dence of the asymmetryA. The lineL is of a special impor-
tance as it corresponds to theG point for u15u2, as can be
seen from Eq.~2! @k0i50,k1i52k2i#. Different points onL
correspond to different binding energiese of the conduction-
band electrons@cf. Eq. ~1!#. On the other hand, in the highl
symmetric geometry of the setup shown in Fig. 1 and alo
the lineL (E15E2) the complete experiment and in partic
lar the sample’s properties are invariant under a 180° r
tion with respect to thezik0 direction. Such a symmetry
operation is, however, equivalent to an exchange ofk1 and
k2. Therefore, along the lineL in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! the
triplet scattering vanishes@cf. Eqs.~20!–~22! and ~24!# and

FIG. 2. ~a! The coincident two-electron spectrum measured
the geometry of Fig. 1. The incident energy isE0522.6 eV and the
data are summed for two polarizations of the incoming elect
beam. The data set was integrated over the whole area of the d
tors, therefore the emission angles are determined within the ra
u1540°615° andu2540°615°. Along the lineL, the two elec-
trons escape with equal energies. Along the lines perpendicularL
the electron pairs have a constant total energyEtot5E11E2

5const. The absolute values of the spectra are not determ
whereas the absolute magnitude and the sign of the spin asymm
is measured.~b! The difference between two spectra obtained wh

P1 is parallel toM̂ andP1 is antiparallel toM̂ .
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therefore the termAs ~31! becomes unity. This means tha
the spin asymmetryA ~34! in this situation reflects the prop
erties of the electronic band structure of the sample. T
scattering dynamics plays no role due to symmetry~as far as
the quantityA is concerned!.

The above statements apply strictly speaking along
line L only. In our experiment, however, we have to integra
over a finite detection solid angle in order to obtain reas
able statistics, i.e., in the geometry of Fig. 1 and along
line L the electrons are emitted into a solid angleVu with an
apertureDu . The sampling overVu implies an averaging
over k̂1 andk̂2 within a certain range. From Eq.~2! it follows
that this procedure corresponds to an integration in a cer
region in the Brillouin zone around theG point. It should be
stressed, however, that in the case of a finite angular res
tion the coincident signal cannot be directly related to
sample’s electronic structure since the triplet scattering
then generally finite and the termAs @Eq. ~31!# is not simply
a constant~except foru15u2 , E15E2 whereAs51). The
quantitative shape ofAs away from the highly symmetric
pointsu15u2 andE15E2 is strongly dependent on the sca
tering dynamics~embedded inLq1 ,q2

p1 ,p2) whose modeling

poses a real challenge, even for simple few-bo
systems.16,17

The asymmetryAs has its unity maximum value atu1
5u2 andE15E2. Thus, any angular sampling (Du) will de-
crease the unity value ofAs. This argument is, however, no
valid for A, since the angular integration procedure involv
different electronic states of the conduction band whose s
polarization is not knowna priori and depends on the mate
rial under investigation. For the present case we observe
the theoretical results that angular integration reduces
values of the spin asymmetriesA.

In Fig. 3 we assess the above statements by contras
theoretical with experimental spectra along the lineL in Fig.
2. In Figs. 3~a!–3~c! the angular integration for each of th
TOF detectors isDu515° whereas in Figs. 3(a8) –3(c8) the
angular integration is decreased toDu57.5°. In all cases the
angular resolution is accounted for by the theory. As sta
above for the strict conditionsu15u2 and E15E2 the spin
asymmetryA @Eq. ~34!# is an image of the spin polarizatio
P2 @cf. Eq. ~6!# at the respective point in the Brillouin zone
Therefore, the value ofA should not depend on the inciden
energyE0 of the beam~sinceP2 is independent ofE0). For
the theoretical results we observe the general trend that
finite angular resolution has the effect of decreasing
value A $due to the decreased value ofAs @Eq. ~31!#, as
explained above%. Improving on the angular resolution@Du
515° in Figs. 3~a!–3~c! andDu57.5° in Figs. 3(a8) –3(c8)#
increases the averaged value ofAs and possibly enhances th
value of A. These expectations are basically confirmed
the theoretical results in the region around the Fermi leve~1
eV belowEF) ~cf. Fig. 3!: The theoreticalA increases sub-
stantially when the angular resolution is improved and
value and sign ofA do not depend onE0 near the Fermi
energy. While the agreement between theory and experim
can be regarded as satisfactory up to 2 eV belowEF , large
deviations are observed for the electron-pair emission fr
levels deeper in the band. For these levels the experime
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FIG. 3. With the same geometry as in Figs. 1 and 2 we scan the spin asymmetryA in the electron-pair-emission cross section along
line of equal energies of the electrons, i.e., along the line labeledL in Fig. 2~a!. The asymmetryA is plotted as a function of the energ
e5Etot2E0. According to Eq.~1! e corresponds to the binding energy of the ground-state electrons and hence the Fermi energye
50. The sets~a!–~c! and (a9) –(c9) show, respectively, the spin asymmetry in the electron-pair spectrum and the spin-averaged spec
three different incident energiesE0 of the incoming electrons@E0520 eV in ~a!, (a8), and (a9), E0527.6 eV in~b!, (b8), and (b9), and
E0523.6 eV in~c!, (c8), and (c9)#. In ~a!–~c! and (a9) –(c9) the angular integration for each of the detectors isu1/25(40615)°, whereas
in (a8) –(c8) the solid angle of the integration area was restricted tou1/25(4067.5)°. Full squares with error bars are experimental d
whereas the solid lines are the theoretical results.
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results are also different for different incident energiesE0
and therefore they cannot be related directly to the grou
state electronic band structure. To get insight into the ori
of these discrepancies we discuss the main limitations of
theoretical approach: In the present theory, when we de
the single-particle Green function, we do not employ
proper expression for the self-energy operator which wo
generally have the effect of~a lifetime! broadening and an
energetic shifting of the quasiparticle states.18 In our calcu-
lations we assume the imaginary part of the self-energy to
merely a spin-independent constant~0.02 eV!. Therefore, our
theory yields an energetic spreading of the bound st
which is very narrow. For a given Bloch wave vector, wh
we energy-scan the Brillouin zone, e.g., as is done in Fig
we encounter only narrow states centered around spe
energies, and hence we see the spiky structure of the t
retical curves shown in Fig. 3~note, however, that in Fig. 3
we accounted for the finite experimental angular resolut
which results in a certain broadening of the peaks!. An addi-
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tional shortcoming of the present theory is that we do
account for a dynamic, multiple inelastic scattering of t
electron pair from other electrons in the sample~the electron-
electron scattering within the electron pair is treated pr
erly!. This is justifiable when the emission of the electr
pair is from states around the Fermi level, for the ene
conservation~1! pins down the energetic position of th
bound electron@e5(E11E2)2E0#. For states deep in the
band this determination of the initial binding energy of t
ejected electrons is no longer unique. This is because
their way out to the vacuum, the excited electrons m
scatter inelastically from other target electrons which f
ther propagate in the sample and remain undetected.
leads to a spin decoherence of the excited electrons sinc
we have shown in this paper, the electron-electron inela
scattering is strongly spin dependent~due to the exchange
coupling!.

These statements are in line with the behavior of the
perimental and theoretical results shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!
5-8
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and Figs. 3(a9) –3(c9). In the latter figures the spin-average
electron-emission rate corresponding to the geometry
Figs. 3~a!–3~c! is depicted. In contrast to theory, the expe
ments show a considerable increase in the coincidence
for very low electron energies, i.e., for large negative init
binding energies@e5(E11E2)2E0#. In fact the extent of
the experimental spectra@not fully shown in Figs. 3(a9) –3
(c9)# goes beyond the conduction bandwidth. On the ot
hand these slow electrons might have been originally fas~at
the time of their creation! and suffered one or more inelast
electronic collisions before escaping into the vacuum. T
additional channel, not accounted for theoretically, leads
an increase in the cross sections for the emission of two s
electrons~or from levels deep in the band!. Due to the spin
decoherence associated with these inelastic processe
spin asymmetry, as shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!, diminishes
when the contribution of such inelastically scattered elect
pairs becomes a sizable part of the recorded coincide
spectra. This argument gains support by correlating
behavior of the experiments in Figs. 3~a!–3~c! and
Figs. 3(a9) –3(c9), e.g., with increasing impact energyE0 the
contribution of the inelastic, energy-loss processes of
electron pairs increases, while in this case the spin asym
try decreases. As expected, the theory shows hardly a de
dence onE0 of the spectra in Figs. 3~a! and 3(c9).

In Fig. 2 we highlighted the importance of the equa
energy lineL and showed in Fig. 3 the electron-pair spe
trum alongL. For events along this line, the binding energye
of valence electron removed from theG point varies. If we
consider linesL' in Fig. 2 which are perpendicular toL, we
consider events at fixed binding energye @this is because in
this caseEtot5E11E2 is constant and due to Eq.~1!, e
5Etot2E0#. The electron-pair spectrum alongL' is an en-
ergy pair-correlation function. It is a measure of the proba
ity that the first electron will escape with energyE1 and the
other electron will emerge with energyE25Etot2E1. This
probability will strongly depend on the strength of the cor
lation between these two electrons. In particular, the s
asymmetry in this spectrum is intimately related to t
strength of the exchange interaction as quantified by the
plitudeg @Eq. ~22!#. If g vanishes~distinguishable electrons!
the spin asymmetry diminishes. Therefore it is of interes
analyzeA along the lineL' , as done in Fig. 4 for three
different total energies of the electron pair for a fixed in
dent energyE0522.6 eV. When the two electrons esca
with equal energiesE15E2 ~the crossing point of the line
L' andL) the triplet scatteringX(S51) vanishes, as explaine
above. Therefore, forE15E2 we obtainA(s)51. In this situ-
ation (E15E2), themagnitudeandsignof the asymmetryA
are dictated merely byP2(e). SinceP2(e) may be positive
or negative,A may have a different sign depending onEtot
~or on e5Etot2E0). In general, the shape ofA as depicted
in Fig. 4 can be understood from the following argume
emerging from the analysis of our theoretical results: F
E15E2, the triplet cross section vanishes, and thereforeA(s)

reaches its highest value~unity!. This structure is at a pea
~minimum! when P2.0 (P2,0). The decrease inA for
E1.E2 or E2,E1 is due to a dominance of the direc
scattering amplitudeu f u over the exchange amplitudeugu,
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i.e., it is more likely that the fast incoming electron wi
escape as the fast electron than it is for it to lose almost al
energy and emerge as the slow one. As deduced ab
lim(ugu/u f u)→0A(s)5(u f uugucosd)/(ufu2ugu22ufuugucosd)→0, and
hence the asymmetry in Fig. 4 decreases with increasing
viation from E15E2.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented a theoretical and experimen
analysis of the correlated electron-pair emission from m
netic surfaces induced by the impact of polarized electro
We employed a tensorial symmetry analysis to disentan
geometrical from dynamical properties and to classify
spectra according to their symmetry properties. We also
scribed a calculational model for the two-particle spectr
and performed numerical calculations using a realistic e
tronic band structure of the sample. Under certain conditi
worked out in this study, the present two-particle coinciden
technique allows for an insight into the spin-split electron
band structure of the sample and is also suitable to inve
gate the electrons’ exchange scattering at surfaces.
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FIG. 4. For a fixed total energyEtot and a fixed energye5Etot

2E0 of the initially bound electron we measure~full squares! and
calculate~solid lines! the spin asymmetryA ~34! as a function of
the energy sharing ofEtot between the two emitted electrons. Th
zero point indicates the position of equal-energy sharing. Three
are shown corresponding to three different values ofEtot as indi-
cated in the figures. The experimental data are obtained from F
by taking cuts along the lines perpendicular toL, the position mark-
ing equal energies. Theoretical results have been averaged ove
solid angle, as stated in Fig. 2.
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